Abstract

The military culture is one of unique practices, traditions and beliefs that represent a shared unifying language with a distinct set of guiding principles. With the increasing numbers of veterans and their families reintegrating into civilian life, it is likely that most healthcare professionals, including optometrists, will provide care for veterans and their families at some point during their professional careers. Cultural and linguistic competency can better prepare the optometric healthcare provider and solidify the foundation for proper management and care. Cultural and linguistic competency can also help to ensure effective, understandable and respectful care for all patients, improving patient satisfaction and overall health outcomes.
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Introduction

The military culture is one of unique practices, traditions and beliefs that represent a shared unifying language with a distinct set of guiding principles. For many civilian healthcare providers without any prior military experience, immersion in this cross-cultural environment adds a layer of complexity and possible difficulty to the clinical exam that otherwise may not have been considered.

In recent decades, a cultural gap has developed between civilians and the armed forces. This gap can be attributed to a number of causes, and the most obvious is the decision in 1973 to establish a large, professional, all-volunteer military force. This ideological shift created a separation of citizen from soldier. During every previous era, there was a well-known mandate “to serve.” The departure from the tradition of conscription and the delineation between the military and civilian worlds has now been in place for more than four decades. For nearly two generations since the volunteer conscription act was passed, only 0.5% of the population have chosen to voluntarily serve. This new norm has trickled to government. In 1975, 70% of Congress had served within the armed forces vs. 20% today. The country’s past three presidents had never served in active duty.

Approximately 80% of current military members are from small populations of multigenerational (legacy) military families. Additionally, nearly half of active duty members originate from only five states (California, Virginia, Texas, North Carolina and Georgia). The U.S. Census Bureau reports that only 7.3% of all living Americans have served in the military at some point in their lives with the majority being older than age 65. Though there is an appreciation of those who have served, there is an absence of personal exposure by most citizens and, as a result, a lack of cultural awareness of this group as a distinct minority. Many civilians have never felt the personal impact of our most recent global conflicts or personally known someone who has served. This unawareness and knowledge deficiency has become commonplace with the healthcare sector.

As of 2014, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) estimated that there were 22 million military veterans in the U.S. population. An interim report by the Congressional Budget Office claims that 66% of veterans receive care completely outside of the VA, while a report by Lee et al. states that approximately only 9 of the 22 million veterans receive care at the VA. There may be many reasons that veterans seek health care outside of the VA system, including the assumption that they are not eligible, that they do not geographically reside near a VA facility, that their current medical problems are not service-related (therefore not treatable by the VA), or (most notably) the reports of mismanagement, substandard treatment and schemes that have resulted in lack of quality health care and access. For example:

- In 2010, new-patient applications were found stuffed in the drawers of VA processors’ desks.
- In May 2014, the VA’s Inspector General launched an investigation after managers of a VA hospital in Phoenix, Ariz., were accused of concealing months-long wait times. The probe eventually widened to include 26 medical facilities.
- In 2015, it was reported that more than 307,000 veterans may have died before their applications to receive care at a VA hospital were processed.
- More than 800,000 records were stalled and possibly 10,000 records were deleted between 2010 and 2015. One applicant had been reportedly waiting for almost 14 years to be considered for VA health care.
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The intense pressure faced by VA facilities is the result of a number of interlinked factors:

- The VA has struggled to meet unprecedented demand as improved medical care during combat has left more soldiers with lifelong wounds.
- Veterans of the Vietnam and Korean wars are living longer and require more care.
- While the injuries sustained are more profound, the VA’s technical patient management systems are out of date, leading to considerable duplication, delays and errors.

Because increasing numbers of veterans and their families are reintegrating into civilian life, it is likely that most healthcare professionals, including optometrists, will provide care for them during their careers. As a result, the Joining Forces initiative launched in 2011 to help bridge the gap between civilian providers and military patients. This initiative emphasized the importance of providing proper care to veterans, service members and their families as well as the significance of military cultural competency. Whether military culture or pathology-specific curricula were being addressed was evaluated at the source of medical training. A nationwide survey was conducted at more than 100 medical schools and health systems to determine the extent to which future physicians were being trained to care for military personnel. Of the 104 participating schools, only 21.2% included any material on military culture and only 31% indicated that their curriculum provided training in military cultural competency.

Another study showed that any discussion of traumatic brain injury (TBI) or post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), two of the most predominant diagnoses post-deployment, was limited to 56.7% and 47.1%. In addition, with regard to healthcare-provider awareness of military status in patients, it was found that only 39% of providers outside the VA/Department of Defense (DoD) were screening for military service. These numbers are disheartening because such a simple question about a patient’s military history can affect how a provider conducts an exam, determines common pathologies and considers evaluation/treatment techniques.

To practice cultural and linguistic competency is to tailor the delivery of health care to the patient’s background, taking into account, among other characteristics, his or her gender, age, ethnicity, socioeconomic status and religious values. It involves the knowledge that such factors shape a patient’s perceptions about health, establish expectations for care, and ultimately guide medical decision-making. With the continued concerns about disparities in health care, and the need for healthcare systems to accommodate increasingly diverse patient populations, cultural and linguistic competency has become a matter of national concern and a cornerstone of patient-centered care in recent years. The functional definition of cultural and linguistic competency is “the integration and transformation of knowledge about individuals and groups of people into specific standards, policies, practices, and attitudes used in appropriate cultural settings to increase the quality of services; thereby producing better outcomes.” It is within the capacity of individuals and organizations to work and communicate effectively in cross-cultural situations.

Competency occurs through adopting and implementing strategies to ensure appropriate awareness of, attitudes towards, and actions about diverse populations’ cultures and languages. Cultural and linguistic competency can better prepare the optometric healthcare provider and solidify the foundation for proper management and care. It can also help to ensure effective, understandable and respectful care for all patients, improving patient satisfaction and overall health outcomes.

Cultural competence has been deemed so important that the new edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) includes cultural considerations with each diagnosis. The process of cultural competency includes making progress towards adopting certain principles with the understanding that competency is a series of stages of development and a lifelong commitment to learning rather than a specific achievement or one single knowledge point.

To better interact with veterans in a culturally competent manner, clinicians must first expand their knowledge and comprehend how military service can potentially affect military personnel, families and veterans. As noted by Hall, “Unless we understand their language, their structure, why they join, their commitment to the mission, and the role of honor and sacrifice in military service, we will not be able to adequately intervene and offer care to these families.”

Military Structure, Culture, Values and Challenges

Military culture is unique in that it is defined by its organizational structure, rules and framework, which self-regulate its members on a daily basis. As a very brief introduction, there are three major departments, the VA, the DoD, and the Military Departments. The VA is responsible for providing vital services such as healthcare, benefits programs and access to national cemeteries to former military personnel and their dependents. The DoD is the organizing body in charge of the Military Departments, which are the armed forces branches that include the Air Force, Army, Marine Corps, Navy and
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Coast Guard. The DoD is also responsible for providing the military forces needed to deter war and protect the security of our country.

Though the missions and values of the armed forces branches are similar, each has its own subculture and serves a different purpose. Each branch has active and reserve components, with active duty military personnel serving full-time and reserve and guard members typically serving part-time. Full-time military members usually live at a military installation and often focus on their duties full-time, while reserve members face the challenge of managing both their civilian and military duties between the times they are called to active duty. Service members can either choose to enlist (minimally requires a high school diploma or equivalent) or accept commission as an officer (minimally requires a bachelor’s degree). The duties expected of members vary depending on military designation and whether the member is an officer or enlisted personnel.

Each branch has a hierarchal rank or grade system that outlines each person’s position, authority and pay. This hierarchal system helps to define the chain of command for seniors and subordinates. As a result there is a huge component of trust — trust that the senior has the greater good in mind for all, trust that the mission (no matter the sacrifice) is necessary, and trust that the subordinate will follow through on orders with obedience and discipline to successfully complete the mission at hand. Although there are great attempts to maintain standardization in the military, large differences exist among its members. To begin, the appeal of joining the service varies from member to member. Studies reveal that members join for different reasons; risk, patriotism, financial security, benefits, challenge, adventure, fidelity and dignity (to name a few), with the latter two being the most common. The personal cultural influences also vary immensely. Each individual brings his or her own sense of values, norms, ideas and meanings. In order to unify the culture, the military uses structure and basic training whereby new recruits are introduced to new norms, language, codes and identity through vigorous instruction, with the hope that the recruit will relate to his/her new military culture more than his or her previous civilian culture. Once roles are more defined and recruits’ occupations are chosen, members may begin to relate more to their specific occupation within their branch, creating yet another subculture.

Finally, multiple deployments with combat exposure lead to a huge contrast with that of civilian culture and life. Military members are expected to deploy at any given time, which results in a constant state of flux with schools, friends and simple daily routines. Military families are accustomed to quickly changing their lives and quickly accepting new members and providing a support framework. Despite this sense of community, military families face many challenges. The constant flux of members leaving on deployment leads to a greater demand on military spouses, who must disproportionately increase their roles within the household and manage the family as a single parent. This can lead to increased parental stress, child behavioral problems, healthcare utilization, child maltreatment and mental health problems. Upon a member’s return, the challenge of transitioning back into the pre-deployment family structure can be difficult and compounded by combat-related physical and mental health challenges. For some members, returning may mean separation from the military and the challenge of reintegration into the civilian community where there is less formal structure and access to support and services, an overall loss of identity, and a lack of knowledge by civilian providers of the potential effects of their service on their health and wellness. For many returning veterans, it has been years since they were part of civilian society.

Consideration of the military culture, structure and values can allow healthcare providers to better serve those who have served our nation.

Clinical Considerations in the Context of the Military Individual

Common diagnoses

It is the responsibility of optometrists to provide care to the best of our ability within our scope of practice, but also to provide patients with the proper resources and referrals if necessary. Consideration of military culture can help contextualize patient symptoms, aid treatment planning and ultimately improve health outcomes.

Unlike previous generations of veterans, modern-day veterans have had multiple (as well as longer) tours of duty with exposure to modern warfare-related injuries and illnesses. This results in medical histories and needs that are more complex than those of previous generations. Veterans returning from combat have a constellation of health concerns, including physical, psychological and psychosocial issues, which persist long after they have left the battlefield. Veterans have also been shown to be at higher risk for conditions specific to their population and their particular wars. In a recent audio podcast, U.S. Sen. Tammy Duckworth (D-IL) discussed the ongoing concern about lack of knowledge among civilian healthcare providers about common service-related illnesses. She shared the example of patient in his 60s who visited a civilian doctor and was diagnosed with diabetes mellitus (DM) and prostate cancer. While the patient will most likely receive the best of care for both illnesses, he would have been evaluated differently had he been seen at a VA facility.
Because DM and prostate cancer are commonly linked to Agent Orange exposure, he would have been asked whether he was a Vietnam veteran and further evaluated for other related diseases.

The stigma of not being “tough enough” or “weak,” along with a negative perception of complaining, can lead members of the military to downplay illness, which can further delay diagnosis, treatment and recovery. For this reason, it is essential for providing proper care and initiating proper referrals that doctors are able to identify and assess the most common service-related health concerns, ocular and non-ocular.

Military members may present with a multitude of issues, some of which may be obvious, e.g., amputations, visible scars, hearing impairment, or gait or balance issues, but others that may be invisible to a clinician. TBI has been labeled as the “signature wound” of the most recent wars due to the nature of the conflicts. The Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center recently stated that 352,619 military members were diagnosed with TBI from 2000-2016 (Q1-Q2). Although much effort has been made to improve diagnosis, TBI can still remain undiagnosed and its effects can linger for months to years after the initial injury. Due to the mechanism of the injury, the resulting non-ocular symptoms of TBI can present in any combination of chronic pain, systemic problems, or problems with cognition, sensory processing, communication and behavior. A study by Goodrich et al. found that the most common self-reported visual complaints with TBI are blurred vision, sensitivity to light, missing parts of vision, bumping into objects or walls, blurred reading vision, or difficulty reading continuous text. Therefore, it is no surprise that the most common ocular diagnoses in the acute or chronic phase are convergence insufficiency, accommodative insufficiency, pursuit/saccadic dysfunction, fixation instability (inability to maintain steady fixation on a single stimulus) and strabismus. Based on a retrospective analysis of the records of 160 patients with TBI, Ciuffreda et al. reported that 90% had oculomotor dysfunction, such as deficits in vergence (56.3%), accommodation (41.1%) or version (51.3%), and strabismus (25.6%). These residual visual sequelae are vast, but within the scope of optometric management and treatment.

Other invisible mental health issues include depression, anxiety, suicide risk and PTSD. PTSD has been shown to affect an estimated 11% to 20% of veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan combat, 30% of Vietnam War veterans and 10% of Gulf War veterans. This is concerning, as many veterans will choose to self-medicate with drugs or alcohol to alleviate symptoms leading to lifelong alcohol and substance abuse. PTSD can cause great emotional withdrawal, decreased ability to communicate in an effective way, and less intimacy. Some veterans may become overly attached to their spouse in an attempt to cope with their experiences while others may avoid interaction altogether. In more than 70% of couples in which a veteran is diagnosed with PTSD, significant relationship distress has been reported. In contrast, it has been reported in only 30% of couples in which a veteran does not have PTSD.

Military sexual trauma (MST) is a common problem reported by 6.8% of women and 1.8% of men. The actual numbers are estimated to be much higher, i.e., 20-30% of women and 2-4% of men. The 2015 Military Sexual Violence fact sheet includes the following statistics:

- 47,000 sexual assaults were reported in 2014 alone.
- 1 in 7 victims were assaulted by someone in their chain of command.
- An estimated 85% of victims did not report the crime.
- 62% who did report a crime faced some level of retaliation from their superiors and commanders.
- 1/3 of the above referenced victims were discharged within 7 months of making a report.

MST can lead to a unique combination of psychological issues such as PTSD, depression, anxiety and substance abuse, more commonly in women than in men. Women veterans present their own unique set of risks and issues. In addition to being at a higher risk of sexual assault, they are more likely to suffer from depressive disorders, obesity and chronic smoking, and lead sedentary lifestyles compared to their male counterparts.

Service in certain parts of the world can also pose increased risk for infectious diseases such as malaria and tuberculosis as well as parasitic infections, some of which may not manifest until years after exposure. Combat exposure can increase risk for social exclusion, criminality, homelessness, self-harm, substance misuse, unexplained medical complaints, and mental illness. When healthcare providers are aware of the most prevalent illnesses and chronic injuries among military members and veterans, health outcomes can be improved.

Clinical examination

A culturally competent doctor-patient conversation must be open to the potential effects of military service on patient health.
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As discussed previously, a simple question about prior military service can change the direction of the clinical examination markedly for the patient and optometric provider. “Are you currently serving or have you ever served in the military?” is a simple and effective “ice-breaker” question. If the veteran is not apprehensive and both parties are comfortable, a more focused military history should continue and also include specific questions such as:

- In which branch of the armed forces did you serve?
- What was your specialty while in the service?
- Where were you stationed?
- Were you ever deployed?
- Were you ever engaged in combat or exposed to any blasts?
- How have things been going for you since leaving the military?

Not all military patients will present with a history of TBI, but given its high prevalence in the veteran population, it should always be considered as a potential cause of symptoms. A streamlined and structured approach should be taken to evaluate this type of patient, as the histories can be very complicated.

Optometrists who do not otherwise have experience with TBI may struggle with which direction the examination should take. Ciuffreda and Ludlam present a simplified and systematic approach to the clinical management of TBI patients for the optometric clinician. Their four-tiered approach is briefly described below, but more detailed information can be found in their article “Conceptual Model of Optometric Vision Care in Mild Traumatic Brain Injury.” Information can also be found on treatment considerations for each potential diagnosis. This guide is meant to address the TBI patient, beginning with basics such as a proper refraction, binocular testing and ocular health examination and ending with non-vision-based problems. Treatment considerations should be given to all aspects of the TBI patient. Even a non-vision-based problem such as short- or long-term memory loss can lead to difficulties with vision-related rehabilitation due to poor comprehension or understanding.

**Tier 1: The Basic Optometric Vision Examination**

- assessment of refractive status
- assessment of binocular status
- assessment of ocular health status

**Tier 2: Oculomotor-Based Vision Problems**

- assessment of versinal eye movements
  - fixation
  - saccades
  - pursuits
  - vestibular
  - optokinetic systems

- assessment of vergence eye movements
  - accommodative vergence
  - AC/A ratio
  - fusional vergence ranges (distance/near)
  - phorias (distance/near)
  - vergence facility
  - near point of convergence
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- assessment of accommodation
  - amplitude of accommodation
  - lag of accommodation
  - relative accommodation
  - accommodative facility

Tier 3: Non-Oculomotor-Based Vision Problems
- abnormal spatial localization
- photosensitivity
- motion sensitivity
- vestibular dysfunction
- vision field defect
- visual information processing dysfunction

Abnormal spatial localization can mean a shift in one’s orientation and localization of straight ahead. These patients may have difficulty with ambulation and localization of objects. They may also present with visual neglect or post-trauma vision syndrome. Though there are multiple methods to formally measure abnormal spatial localization, simply observing the patient as he or she enters the room for balance, gait issues, and posture while standing and in the exam chair can help to diagnose spatial localization problems. Yoked prisms can be used to optically displace the visual field so the subjective vs. objective directional mismatch is reduced. Yoked prisms are usually placed horizontally but can also be placed vertically or obliquely. The prism is placed base in the same direction and the magnitude is slowly increased until the mismatch between the patient’s perceived center and the objective true center is observed. The amount of prism varies between 2-6 prism dipters at distance and can be slightly more at near.

Photosensitivity is most commonly experienced with fluorescent lighting due to the flickering nature of this light, but can also be common with all types of lights (indoors and outdoors). The use of tints and the recommendation of wearing brimmed hats can be extremely beneficial to alleviate some of these symptoms. The color and percentage of tint can vary and is based on patient preference.

Motion sensitivity is most common in visually crowded environments such as malls or grocery stores but can also be perceived with a repetitive pattern such as black and white tiles on a floor. These patients tend to report nausea, dizziness or a feeling of unsteadiness. The use of binasal occlusion with black or translucent tape has been used as it can reduce the amount of visual stress seen by both eyes through partial occlusion of the retinal images.

Vestibular dysfunction symptoms can include vertigo, lightheadedness when standing, oscillosia, fatigue, blurred vision and disequilibrium. Specific history questions about whether the symptoms worsen when moving the head back and looking up or in the dark can be helpful in further pinpointing a dysfunction. If a dysfunction is suspected, referral to a physical therapist and a neurologist is necessary.

Tier 4: Non-Vision-Based Problems
- depression
- fatigue
- cognitive impairment
- behavioral problems
- postural problems
- attentional problems
- neurological problems

Referrals and resources
Many resources (both local and national) are available to support the care of veterans. For non-vision-based problems, an inter-disciplinary approach is essential, and referrals to the appropriate specialists, such as neurologists, audiologists, psychiatrists, internal medicine physicians, therapists (occupational, physical, speech language), and family/marriage counselors, are key. The Veterans Health Research Institute (https://www.ncire.org/vet_resources/) provides multiple resources for veterans depending on their personal situation and needs.

Treating the patient as a whole within the matrix of family, friends, jobs, etc. can mean the difference for a veteran in their overall recovery and success.

**Future Improvements in Obtaining Military Cultural Competency**

Looking forward to the future, how can optometry improve its military cultural competency? Consideration should be given to introducing service-related visual problems, specifically those related to TBI given its prevalence, into the curricula of optometry schools. The military history should be taught as a routine part of the clinical examination in all optometry schools, as should the simple act of inquiring whether a patient has a military background. Involvement of more military treatment facilities (MTFs) as externship sites or one- to two-day clinical experiences can be extremely beneficial.

Optometrists who are already in practice should consider other avenues such as:

- Military health conferences
- Public events at local military posts
- Visiting local MTFs
- Online resources, such as those offered in “Basic Training: A Primer on Military Life and Culture for the Health Care Providers,” as well as from the Uniformed Services University/Center for Deployment Psychology, and the VA, which include training, handouts and resources for specific veteran groups

Making a conscious effort and taking responsibility as a member of society might very well be one of the most important motivating factors in gaining cultural competency.

**Conclusion**

Until recently, the military was not considered a culturally distinct demographic. Due in part to mainstream legislative efforts, most notably the Joining Forces initiative, the realization that the military is a unique entity requiring a more nuanced clinical approach has grown. The military overlaps multiple cultures, creating an even more complex and intricate network than previously thought.

The delivery of health care with sensitivity to all aspects of a patient’s background is crucial to obtaining the best possible clinical outcomes. Engaging in military cultural competence requires an awareness of the patient’s behaviors and values as well as a willingness to help. When providers possess a basic knowledge of military values, the ability to offer culture-specific care improves. This creates a more long-lasting alliance between doctor and patient resulting in better care and outcomes. Although service members may be years removed from their service when seen by civilian providers, they still carry their armed service identity. As the authors Pappamihiel and Pappamihiel mention, “Service members retain values, attitudes, and behaviors that are distinctly military and significantly set apart from civilian ways.” Core values such as trust, honor, integrity, courage and strength can affect all aspects of the cultural identity and are not forgotten once the uniform is removed. Sensitivity to these values establishes a critical relationship between the civilian optometrist and the service member.

When providers seek to better understand the cultural backgrounds of their patients they are better equipped to provide more effective care. It is critical for clinicians to be well-informed about military culture and experience in order to provide culturally sensitive prevention and interventional services for service members, families and communities.
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